
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Recipients of the Target Product Profile (TPP) are able to submit questions to UNICEF. The Multipurpose Tent 

TPP has been revised following consultations with industry via this Q&A process and the webinar. Suppliers 

are therefore encouraged to read the latest version of the TPP and to note the following:  
 

TPPs 

 The TPP is not a tender document 

 TPPs are issued to guide industry to develop products that meet UNICEF’s requirements 

 Further information including a high level timeline is available in the TPP brief 
 

Request for Proposals (expected end of Q2 2017) 

 All suppliers who wish to respond to the eventual RFP must have Basic Registration on UNGM 

 More information is available at UNGM  

 Information regarding future tenders will be published on UNICEF’s 2017 tender calendar  

 Current solutions provided to UNICEF will not be considered in the RFP 

 The RFP will be looking for suppliers that can provide the basic frame tent including all add-ons 
specified in the TPP 

 

Contact us 

 Most common queries are addressed above, or on the TPP page, in the TPP itself or within the TPP 
Brief  

 If you have a query not addressed there, please email innovateforchildren@unicef.org with the 
subject ”Multipurpose Tents” 

 Also email innovateforchildren@unicef.org to be added to the supplier distribution list and/or to 
receive copies of slides from industry consultation webinar. 

 

Q&As 

To ensure transparency, all answers and clarifications to future questions received will be published in the 

table below. Suppliers are therefore encouraged to visit this document on a regular basis to view answers 

and clarifications which may be relevant to them. 

 

1. Please clarify the distinction between standard liner and add-on liner 2 requirements 
 

The multipurpose tent consists of a frame and a standard liner (the walls). This 'standard liner' always remains, and 

may be combined with add-ons. The Add-On 2 “inner liner” is hung inside the tent with standard liner for uses that 

require a more intimate and soft-feel space such as psychosocial support activities or new-born care (use 

statements of all add-ons is available on page 8). Both tent and liners must be disinfectable. 
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2. It is unclear to us how to reach performance requirements for the products under all conditions 
without adding additional light, heating, cooling or ventilation. What standards or test methods 
are required to prove the internal climate and ventilation performance of the standard tent and 
the liner add-ons? 

The tent and its add-ons are to be an optimally balanced response to the broad range of requirements laid out in 

the TPP. Some of the requirements, particularly cost and supply chain requirements, limit the technologies and 

designs that can be considered. Of those technologies and designs, we're looking for the ones that reach the 

benchmark performances for internal climate in the broadest range of contexts possible. The way in which suppliers 

choose to document this is open, but reporting on testing on samples or modelling is suggested. 

3. Please clarify the ISO 14011 certification requirements 
ISO 14011 is not a mandatory tender requirement. However, we do encourage suppliers to have/obtain the ISO 

and points will therefore be awarded to those who have the ISO or are working towards it.You should provide 

documentation of your ISO submission as part of your proposal. More information will be included in the tender 

documents. 

4. You have removed the requirement for variation of measurements (2%). So this is not valid 
anymore? 

The deviation element is now part of the requirement to provide documentation for certain performances. 

Deviations from the requirements have to be specified by the supplier. 

5. Please clarify why zippers should be 2 way and what is meant by left to right. 
Each zipper line on the window has 2 zippers to completely close or open the flap – this means that the 
window can either be fully or partially opened, from the left or the right 

 
6. How will the volume/weight – efficiency ratio be measured and evaluated? 
They will be measured as part of the technical evaluation and those meeting the minimum and ideal 
requirements will be scored accordingly. 

 
7. There are different ways to reach the snow load of 300 N/m2. Does UNICEF wants every standard 
frame to be made that it can resist to such a snow load? 
Yes, this standardized approach will allow flexibility for UNICEF where the tents are deployed. 
 
8. Should the tents be fully flame retardant or will UNICEF accept low flame spread material that 
slows the spread of fire (as is common in the industry)? 
The tents should be fully flame retardant. Please see use case. 
 
9. How will UNICEF measure the cost efficiency? 
Detailed information regarding the technical evaluation criteria will be provided as part of the RFP 
material. 

 
10. Please advise heat capacity of the fuel or wood stoves? 
These will be procured locally so will differ by location. 
 
11. Please confirm minimum logo size requirements 
Logo height of approximately 32cm and 150cm length. (This is stated as 50cm in TPP but will be updated 
in the RFP). Logos should be scaled to be as large as possible according to size of tent. 
 
12. Why a flap with Velcro on chimney patch in winter liner?  
Function is to cover the hole in case the chimney is removed. 
 
13. How will the efficiency of the winter liner insulation be measured? 
Through testing and sampling as part of the suppliers technical proposal. 
 



 

14. Can the floor matting be rigid or semi-rigid? 
This is up to the supplier to determine but consideration must be made in regards to the weight and 
volume requirements. 
 
15. Any requirements with regards to weight load resistance and thickness of hard floor? 
No, but these must match the use case, user and durability requirements. 
 
16. Also note: 

 Depending on the use case more luminosity may be required and adjustments will be made when 
releasing the RFP to reflect this. 

 Minimum performance weight for the 72m² inner liner will be corrected to 124kg for RFP 
 
17. When will the RFP for samples be published? 
Please note the RFP is expected to be released in Q2 2017. (Not Q3) 
 
18. Will the tents be erected by untrained personnel or UNICEF staff? 
The tents will likely be erected by 3/5/7 untrained personnel. This is detailed in User Requirements on 
page 12. 
 
19. Good snow resistance can be obtained using vertical poles inside the tent. Is there any objection 
to it? 
There is nothing in the TPP that prevents you from adding a vertical pole inside the tent to increase snow 
resistance, however as this will compromise the quality of the space, a solution without would be 
preferred.  
 
20. Do UNICEF want waterproofing against infiltration from outside? Meaning the floor is lifted 10cm 
from the ground so surface water (after heavy rain fall) cannot enter the tent, and thus floor is 
considered waterproof? 
There are no specific requirements to the height/thickness of the floor, however, it must match the use 
case, user and durability requirements. Protection against heavy rain and infiltration from outside is 
preferred. 
 
21. Is UNICEF in general preparing/flattening the surface/footprint of the tent area? 
Yes, to the extent possible given the specific context. 
 
22. Hard floor, do you mean solid surface or do you consider for example a rubber surface also as 
hard floor? 
It is difficult to provide a clear answer as rubber floors are available in multiple hardness. We will leave 
it up to you to decide but please consider the use-cases e.g. warehousing.    
 
23. Can the shade net be constructed out of an opaque material? 
The choice of material for the shade net is left up to the supplier. The expectation is that the supplier 
proposes the material that is most suitable to reach all requirements pertaining to the shade net and the 
tent in its entirety. 
 
24. Floor.  Does the floor require a tub or raised side to prevent flowing water from entering the 
shelter? 
Yes – but with consideration made to the use case in regards to accessibility for all users. 
 
25. The current system requires guy ropes.  Are the guy ropes necessary if a proposed solution does 
not require them for the overall support of the tent? 
Use of guy ropes is not mandatory, however, the solution must meet the requirements outlined in the TPP 
including wind and snow load. 

  



 

26. Air Vent.  We are assuming that these 350mm openings are ECU style openings. Can this be 
confirmed and is there a supply and return (two openings)? 
The air vent is a simple hole with sleeve. It serves to bring a flexible pipe with conditioned air into the 
tent. The sleeve is tightened around the pipe once inserted in the tent, to keep the pipe in place and 
avoid air leakage around the pipe. Only an 'in' is required, no 'out'. 
 
27. Setup tools.  Do we need to supply any tools necessary for the setup of the structure (i.e. small 
hammer to pound in stakes) or will that be procured locally or through different channels? 
Yes, all tools must be included as per the use case and TPP outline. 
 
28. Could you share pictures of fabric features, tent skeleton parts, and tent models? 
Please note, the TPP is not a tender document. UNICEF creates Target Product Profiles (TPPs) to 
communicate requirements for products which are currently not available on the market but which fulfil a 
need in the context in which UNICEF operates. We expect to release the tender document at the end of 
this quarter (Q2 2017), which will contain precise specifications. However, please note photographs are 
not included in TPPs or in tender documents. 
 
29. Can UNICEF give feedback on design and structure of proposed solutions at this stage? 
The design and structure of the tent is completely up to the supplier and providing solutions meet the 
requirements of the latest TPP they would be acceptable. The tender (RFP) will be released shortly with 
detailed technical specifications. Please note that only products meeting the minimum requirements of the 
Target Product Profiles will be considered. 
 
30. Is there already a date for the RFP? Please clarify the TPP Process. 
We expect to release the RFP soon but there is not a date. It will be before the end of this quarter (Q2 
2017). There is lots more information about TPPs and the TPP process on the website UNICEF creates 
Target Product Profiles (TPPs) to communicate requirements for products which are currently not available 
but fulfil a priority need in the unique context in which UNICEF operate. 
 
31. May I ask that we may just follow TPP and submit proposal?  When will RFP be released? 
No, we will only review submissions which are a response to the Request for Proposals. We expect to 
release this towards the end of Q2 2017. As there can be changes for between the TPP and the RFP, we 
allow plenty of time (3 months) for suppliers to prepare their RFP proposal after the RFP is published. 
 
32. We are registered with been registered in UNGM for several years but has not received any 
information until now regarding this project. 
The Target Product Profiles (and the updated Version 2.0) were published on the UNGM Supplier Site 
(https://www.ungm.org/Public/Notice/54811) I believe it is necessary for suppliers to themselves monitor 
the site for relevant publications, rather than receiving an email when the site changes (there is an extra 
charge of $250 for Tender Email Alert service for UNGM). 
 
33. We would like to know if all criteria will have the same weight regarding the evaluation of the 
technical specifications. 
According to supplier feedback on feasibility the TPP was updated and Version 2.0 was released in 
March 2017.  The related RFP is scheduled to be released 19th June. Submissions will then be evaluated 
against the criteria and weighting set out in that RFP. Technical and commercial evaluations will be 
assessed separately.  
 
34. Could you confirm if the general specifications and requirements  of both  RFP  will be those 
ones of the last version 2.0 dated  March or if there  will be changes when  the  RFP will be 
published? 
There will only be very minor changes from TPP 2.0 to the RFP. Suppliers will have three months from the 
release of the RFP to submit proposals. 
 
35. The multipurpose tent is scheduled a probable RFP due date for the 15th of September. But trials 
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of the samples are scheduled from Jan to March 18.   Is there a possibility that the samples  could be 
submitted later , so for example end of november or mid-december? 
As samples will be evaluated in Copenhagen prior to the field trials suppliers are requested to submit 
physical samples as part of the RFP material (15th September, tentatively). This will be the same for the 
staff structures (17th November, tentatively). Detailed information regarding how to respond will be 
provided in the RFPs.   
 
36. Should we present a covering letter interest or any documentation before August 2017? 
You do not need to submit any documents prior to the RFP. However, you will need to be registered on 
the UNGM.    
 
37. Proposals 
Please note the TPP is not a tender document. Your proposal will not be considered unless it is submitted 
as a response to the upcoming RFP. 
 
38. Will you require sample for all 3 sizes? 
We will only want a sample for 1 of the three sizes. This will be confirmed when we release the RFP but is 
extremely likely to be the 48m2 medium sized tent. 


